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Please read all the information contained in this manual
carefully. The manual contains important information on
safety, installation, use and maintenance of the equipment.
The manufacturer shall not be liable for damage caused
by non-adherence to the instructions below. The heater
must not be used improperly, i.e. for purposes other
than the intended.
The packaging of your Olsberg appliance has been
limited to a minimum and, on principle, consists of recyclables.
Caution: While the glass radiation heater is in operation, its surfaces become very hot. Contact may cause
injury from burns.
Warning: Do not cover the glass surface
as this could lead to overheating! Even partial covering of the glass panel, for example
with a hand towel, can cause the appliance
to overheat and the heating conductor to
become damaged.

General warranty terms........................................... 35

This manual
• must be handed over after installation of the heater
to the equipment owner; The owner must also be instructed in the functions and operation of the glass
radiation heater.
• must be kept safely and handed over to the new owner, should the heater be sold.
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Pos.1, Glass radiation heater

Pos.2, Fixing hook
Pos.3, Upper securing tabs
Pos.4, Wall bracket

Pos.5, Plug connector
Pos.6, Foam block

Pos.7, Lower securing tabs

Fig.1: Back side of appliance

Safety information

Keep children ages 3 and younger away unless they are under constant
supervision.
Children ages 3 and older but younger than 8 years old are not allowed
to switch the appliance on and off unless they are supervised or have received instructions on how to use the appliance in a safe manner and understand the risks involved with the use of the appliance. Another requirement is that the appliance is positioned or installed in its normal position
of use. Children ages 3 and older but younger than 8 years old must not
insert the plug into the power outlet, regulate or clean the appliance and/or
perform any user maintenance on the appliance.
This appliance can be used by children 8 years and older as well as anyone with limited physical, sensory or mental abilities or lack of experience
and knowledge provided they are supervised or have been instructed in
the safe use of the appliance and are aware of all risks involved with the
use of the appliance. Children are not allowed to play with the appliance.
Cleaning and user maintenance must not be performed by children without
supervision.
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Manufacturing state, packaging and recycling
The glass radiation heaters are packed together with the pre-assembled wall mounting kits, facilitating handling and
transport.
The delivery includes:
1x glass radiation heater
1x wall bracket
1x bag with small parts (see Fig.2)
- 4 hex head screws 6x60
- 4 washers D6.4
- 4 wall plugs S8
- 4 dummy plugs
- 2 cover caps
- 2 Hexagon socket head screws M6x65
- 2 spacers 30 long
1x power cable, 1m with plug connector

Fig.2

Due to the evaporation of unused material, an odour may develop when first starting the heater. For this reason,
ventilate thoroughly when first heating up the appliance.
Packaging and equipment components have been appropriately marked where possible and as required by the applicable regulations, in order to facilitate subsequent separation for recycling and proper disposal.
Caution: Packaging material, replacement parts and any old appliances or components to be scrapped must be
properly disposed of.
Disposing of the old appliance
In many cases, old electrical and electronic appliances still contain valuable materials. However, they can
also contain harmful substances which were necessary for the appliances‘ functionality and safety. These
substances can be environmentally harmful if disposed of as residual waste or improperly handled. Please
help protect our environment! Never dispose of your old appliance as residual waste. Dispose of your old
appliance in accordance with locally applicable regulations.
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Installation instructions for the fitter
Important information
• Olsberg glass radiation heater conform to all relevant safety standards and regulations.
• They must be installed and commissioned by an authorised fitter and with due regard to the relevant safety instructions. All repair and maintenance work must also be carried out by an authorised fitter.
• Always strictly adhere to the local safety instructions.
• Local safety requirements must be observed.
• The appliance is designed for wall installation (vertical or horizontal) or for mounting on the ceiling (at a distance of
>180cm from the floor). For floor mounting, use glass panel holders (see chapter „Accessories“).
• When mounted on a wall, the appliance is classified in protection rating IP24. When mounted on the ceiling, the
appliance is classified in protection rating IP20.
• For the installation of the appliance in bathrooms, ensure that the safety zones according to DIN VDE 0100, part
701 are observed.
• Always maintain the specified minimum distances.
• Do not remove the foam bloc (Fig.1, item 6) at the rear side of the appliance! The block is not part of the packaging
but keeps the device at a safe distance from the wall.

Installation
Location of installation
In order to make best use of the heat radiation effect, the appliance should be installed as close as possible to the person to be heated. The further away one stands from the appliance surface, the smaller is the sensible heat. Distances
of between 1 and 3m have been proven ideal.
When installation on the wall (see Fig.4), the appliance meets the requirements of protection rating IP24.
This means that the heater can be installed in zone 2
of bathrooms (see Fig.3). If necessary, the authorised
fitter must upgrade the site connection to protection rating IP24. When installing the appliance in a bathroom,
ensure that external switches or control elements of the
room thermostat cannot be reached by a person sitting
or standing in the bathtub or the shower.
When installed on the ceiling (see Fig.5), the appliance meets the requirements of protection rating IP20,
which means that it must be installed outside zone 2
(see Fig.3).

Dimensions in cm

Zone
1

Zone
2
Zone
1
Zone
0

Zone
0

Zone 1

b) Top view

a) Side view

Fig.3

IP24
Fig.4
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Zone
2

IP20
Fig.5

Before installing the appliance, ensure that the wall or ceiling has the necessary load-bearing capacity. Always adhere
to the relevant building regulations. For ceiling installation, the fixtures must be able to carry four times the weight of
the appliance. If in doubt, contact a construction specialist.
The heater may not be installed immediately below a power socket.
The glass panel consists of toughened safety glass (TSG). This panel is much stronger than conventional glass
panels and can withstand greater impacts. It is however recommended to protect the glass against excessive stress.
When breaking, the TSG glass shatters into many small parts with blunt edges that minimise the risk of injury. When
choosing a location for installation, please note that there is a very small residual risk of spontaneous breakage, i.e.
breakage of the glass panel without any external impact. Therefore ensure that the appliance is not installed in a place
where such spontaneous breakage could cause injury to people or damage to property.
Caution: Any load on the glass panel, for example by leaning against it or by the impact of other forces must be
avoided!

Fitting the wall bracket
The wall bracket (Fig.1, item 4) is pre-fitted to the appliance. For installation, unscrew the wall bracket from the glass
radiation heater. To do this, unscrew the two hexagon socket head screws (size 5) at the upper securing tabs (Fig.1,
item 3) to the stop so that the tabs are pushed by the spring force from the hook (Fig.1, item 2). As the appliance is
designed for vertical installation, the upper securing tabs are located on the side of the appliance at which you find the
plug connector for the power line (Fig.1,
item 5). After loosening the screws, lift the the wall bracket at the top by a few centimetres from the appliance and
remove them by pulling them downwards.
The wall bracket is preset for vertical installation of the appliance and pre-assembled upon delivery. If you wish to
install the heater in a horizontal position or below the ceiling, change the securing tabs of the wall bracket as shown
in Fig.6.

Fig.6:

Wall bracket for
vertical installation

Wall bracket for horizontal and
ceiling installation

The screws of the upper securing tabs are secured with self-locking nuts. When changing the securing tabs, greater
force is required to fully unscrew the screws. When screwing them in again, ensure that the screws are flush with the
base of the nut. Mount the securing tabs by completing the above steps in reverse order.
Caution: For installation on the ceiling you must use the glass panel holders (see chapter „Accessories“).
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If you intend to install the heater in a recess (i.e. glass panel flush with wall) with a gap between the wall and the rear
of appliance of 2 to 10cm, replace the M6x35 screws for the securing tabs of the wall bracket with the included M6x65
screws and the d10x30 spacers (see Fig.7). Otherwise, the short end of the hex screwdriver cannot reach the hexagon socket head! When changing the screws, ensure that the spiral spring is properly installed between the securing
tab and the wall bracket and that the lock nut base is flush with the M6X65 screw.
For installation in all positions, we recommend using a hex screwdriver with a ball head that can be operated at an
angle.
Seal the four threaded bores in the wall bracket that are not used for screws with the four dummy plugs (see Fig.7).

Hexagon head screw M6x65 with cap
Spacer d10x30
Spiral spring
Lock nut

Dummy plug

Fig.7: Wall bracket for vertical installation in recess
Caution: For safe installation ensure that the securing tabs are fitted at the correct positions for vertical, horizontal or
ceiling installation and that the appropriate predrilled holes are used for the screws!

Installation sequence:
• Use the properly dimensioned screw holes that are required for the chosen installation option (vertical, horizontal,
on ceiling). For details, see chapter „Distances for attachment of wall bracket“).
• Align the wall bracket in the desired position on the wall, using the template and a spirit level. Mark the positions of
the holes to be drilled.
Caution: Observe minimum distances! Always use prescribed mounting bores!
• Drill holes with a diameter of 8mm for the supplied wall plugs (depth approx. 50mm).
Caution: The supplied screws and plugs are suitable for fixture to walls made in concrete, solid brick or a similar solid
material of dense structure. They are not suitable for cavity walls and walls made in lightweight concrete. If you wish
to mount the appliance onto ceilings or walls for which the supplied fixtures are not appropriate, you must purchase
suitable fixtures. The maximum permissible screw head height is 10mm.
• Pre-mount the wall bracket with the supplied 6x60 screws and D=6.4 washers, align it using a spirit level and screw
it tight against the wall.
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Minimum distances
The following minimum distances to furniture and other flammable objects as well as to walls must be maintained for
safety reasons:
Wall installation:
• to cover............................... 2cm
• to side walls........................ 2cm
• to floor................................. 2cm
(for practical reasons, we recommend to leave a gap of approx. 15cm at the bottom so that the floor below the heater
can be easily cleaned)
• to front cover....................... 10cm
Ceiling installation:
• to side walls........................ 10cm
• to front cover....................... 10cm
• minimum ceiling height ...... 1.90m
Recess installation:
• to all sides .......................... 2cm
• to front cover....................... 10cm
• recess depth....................... 59mm (glass surface flush to wall)

The wall bracket ensures that there is a distance of 31mm between the back of the appliance and the wall. The depth
of the appliance including wall bracket is 59mm.

Distances for attachment of wall bracket
To ensure safe fixture of the appliance, you must use the holes designated for the chosen installation option as shown
in the drawings below. For vertical installation, the holes in the long rail sections are used; for horizontal and ceiling
installation, the holes in the short rail sections are used.
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In the installation drawings, the outline of the front glass panel is indicated by a dotted line. The
minimum distances specified in this manual must thus be added to the dimensions in the drawings.
The power socket cannot be placed in this area and in the area of the wall bracket.

Vertical installation for
radiation heater 600x1800
15/238

Vertical installation for
radiation heater 600x1400
15/237
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Vertical installation for
radiation heater 445x1800
15/228

Vertical installation for
radiation heater 445x1400
15/227

Vertical installation for
radiation heater 600x1000
15/236

Vertical installation for
radiation heater 445x1000
15/226

Vertical and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 600x600
15/235

Vertical installation for
radiation heater 445x600
15/225

Horizontal and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 600x1800
15/238
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Horizontal and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 600x1400
15/237

Horizontal and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 445x1800
15/228

Horizontal and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 445x1400
15/227
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Horizontal and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 600x1000
15/236

Horizontal and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 445x600
15/225

Horizontal and ceiling installation for
radiation heater 445x1000
15/226

Electrical connection
• Do not open the appliance housing for installation or power connection.
• The heater is connected with the supplied plug connector to a power mains socket to be provided at the site of installation. If the supplied connecting cable is not long enough, it can be replaced with a H05VV-F 3x1.0mm² cable. Direct
connection to a fixed line is only permissible up to a cross-section of 1.5mm² (e.g. NYM-J 3x1.5mm²).
• At the site of installation, an all-pole circuit breaker or disconnect device with a contact gap of min. 3mm must be
installed in the fixed electrical system (observe applicable regulations and standards).

Assembly sequence
• Deenergise the power supply line to be connected to the appliance.
• Connect the supplied cable wires to L (brown), N (blue) and PE (green/yellow). For bathroom installation in safety
zone 2 (see Fig.3), the connecting point (power socket, etc.) provided at the site must also conform to IP24. For
possible connection layouts (e.g. in conjunction with room thermostat), see wiring diagrams below.

Wall installation
• When installing the appliance vertically, ensure that the plug connector (Fig.1, item 5) is at the top. For horizontal
installation, it must be to the left (seen from the front of the appliance) (see arrows in Fig.1), as protection rating IP24
can otherwise not be guaranteed.
• Insert the appliance with the lower (fixed) hooks into the lower securing tabs (Fig.1, item 7) of the wall bracket.
Check carefully whether the hooks are fully inserted!
• Tilt the top of the appliance away from the wall by approx. 10 to 15cm and insert the mains cable.

Ceiling installation
• Work in teams of minimum two fitters.
• Lift the appliance and connect the plug connector of the supply line (Fig.1, item 5) to the heater.
• Insert the appliance with the lower hooks into the lower (fixed) tabs (Fig.1, item 7) of the wall bracket. Check carefully
whether the hooks are fully inserted!
• During the subsequent installation work, keep the appliance pushed against the lower (fixed) tabs to ensure that it
does not become dislodged.

Wall and ceiling installation
• During the subsequent installation work, press the appliance against the foam blocks at the rear (Fig.1, item 6)
towards the wall and secure the upper (spring-loaded) tabs (Fig.1, item 3) using a 5mm hex screwdriver. Tighten the
screws to the stop. Ensure that the hooks are not caught on edge and are fully inserted into the tabs.
• Check carefully whether the hooks are fully inserted in the tabs. If this is not the case, hold the appliance firmly so
that it cannot fall, loosen the upper tabs slightly and press them down and/or press down the appliance to engage
the hooks properly. Tighten the upper tabs and check the hooks for proper insertion.
• Place the supplied plastic caps on the screw heads.
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Wiring diagram for appliance with room thermostat connected by cable
Roomthermostat

Socket / plug

Radiation heater
Temperaturelimiter

L
PE
N

L

L

PE

PE

N

N

Heating
element

Wiring diagram for appliance with wireless room thermostat
Wallconnection
socket

Socket / plug

Radiation heater
Temperaturelimiter

L
PE
N

L

L

PE

PE

N

N

Heating
element

Radio receiver
bn

L

rt

L'

bl

N

Wireless
window contact switch
(optional)

Room thermostat
transmitter

Wiring diagram for appliance with wireless room thermostat and Phase Pilot
Wallconnection
socket

Socket / plug

Radiation heater
Temperaturelimiter

L
PE
N

L

L

PE

PE

N

N

Heating
element

FP

Radio receiver

Room thermostat
transmitter
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bn

L

rt

L'

bl

N

sw

FP

Wireless
window contact switch
(optional)

Operating manual for the user
Heating operation
Depending on the thermal insulation standard of your premises, the heater uses between 30 and 200 W/m² of living
space. Glass radiation heaters have a very high radiation share and a low convection share. As the surface temperature is limited to approx. 100°C for safety reasons, the overall output of the appliance is limited. For this reason, the
appliance is only suitable as the only heating system in houses that are very well insulated.
The Olsberg glass radiation heater heats mainly solid bodies while there is only minimal direct heat transfer to the
ambient air. The appliance is therefore very suitable as an auxiliary heater. To achieve the same comfort as with a
convention heating system, the room temperature can be lowered by about 2 to 3°C. For every degree by which the
room temperature is lowered, the heating costs are reduced by approx. 6%, depending on the heating system and
thermal insulation standard. The glass radiation heater is then only switched on when the room is actually used.
Depending on the size of the appliance, the glass radiation heater needs some time to achieve its operating temperature at which the radiation effect is at its optimum.
If required, the appliance can be switched on by a room thermostat or an external switch. The surface is heated
automatically.
The glass panel has been specifically designed for the product and consists of TSG toughened safety glass. This
panel is much stronger than conventional glass panels and can withstand greater impacts It is however recommended
to protect the glass against excessive stress. When breaking, the TSG glass shatters into many small parts with
blunt edges that minimise the risk of injury. When choosing a location for installation, please note that there is a very
small residual risk of spontaneous breakage , i.e. breakage of the glass panel without any external impact. Therefore
ensure that the appliance is not installed in a place where such spontaneous breakage could cause injury to people
or damage to property.
Caution: Any load on the glass panel, for example by leaning against it or by the impact of other forces must be
avoided!
Do not place any objects between the radiation heater and the person who is to be kept warm, as this would heat up
the object rather than the person.
Caution: When in operation, the glass front becomes very hot. Contact may cause injury from burns.
The high temperature of the glass front is necessary to achieve the optimum heat radiation effect.
Caution: Do not place any objects on the glass radiation heater! Do not cover the glass surface as this
could lead to overheating! Even partial covering of the glass panel, for example with a hand towel, can
cause the heating conductor to become damaged.
Warning: This device is not equipped with a room thermostat as standard. Do not use the heater in small rooms
occupied by persons who are unable to leave the room on their own accord, unless these persons are constantly
supervised.
Warning: Do not use the glass radiation heater if the glass panel is damaged.
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Care and maintenance
The glass radiation heater is designed in such a way that the heat is emitted in the form of radiation through the glass
panel. It does not contain any parts that require regular maintenance.
To clean the glass radiation heater we recommend using a conventional glass cleaner. Do not use abrasive detergents, as this could cause scratches to the class and the coated surfaces of the appliance.
Caution: Before cleaning the heater, ensure that it has cooled down!

Technical Data
Model

Dimensions
HxWxD
(mm)

Rated voltage

Power
consumption
(W)

Protection
rating

Protection
class

Weight
(kg)

15/225

445x 600x59

180

8

15/226

445x1000x59

310

14

15/227

445x1400x59

440

15/228

445x1800x59

15/235

600x 600x59

15/236

600x1000x59

470

15/237

600x1400x59

670

26

15/238

600x1800x59

870

34

1/N/PE 230V

570
270

IP24*
Spray
water
protection

I
Earth
conductor
connection

19
25
11
19

* protection rating IP24 only if installed on wall; protection rating IP20 for ceiling installation

Troubleshooting
Appliance fails to heat:
• Fuse tripped or defective?
• External switch on?
• Nominal temperature of room thermostat set to a temperature that is below the actual room temperature?
Heat radiation too low:
• Distance between glass radiation heater and person too big?
• Appliance too small?
• Objects placed between the glass radiation heater and the person?

Rating plate
The technical data specific to this model are specified on the rating plate. The plate is located at the top or the left of
the appliance, depending on its installation.
Model number

Weight
32

Serial number

Spare parts
Please ask your specialist dealer for any spare parts required. Only original spare parts may be used. The appliance
must be installed by qualified fitters. In order to deal with your enquiry as quickly as possible, we will need the model
and serial number specified on your rating plate. You will find the rating plate at the top or the left of the appliance.
So that you have the numbers on the rating plate to hand, we recommend entering them here before fitting.
Model number:

___________________

Serial number:

___________________

Accessories
Rear panel hiders
For 15/225:
For 15/226:
For 15/227:
For 15/228:

parts no.: 15/2251.9280
parts no.: 15/2261.9280
parts no.: 15/2271.9280
parts no.: 15/2281.9280

For 15/235:
For 15/236:
For 15/237:
For 15/238:

parts no.: 15/2351.9280
parts no.: 15/2361.9280
parts no.: 15/2371.9280
parts no.: 15/2381.9280

The rear panel hiders are used to seal the gap between the rear panel of the appliance and the wall or ceiling of the
room. They are coated in the same colour as the appliance and can be slid onto the rear panel of the heater. The
accessory kit includes four hiders. For wall installation, only three hiders are required (left, right and top). For ceiling
installation, you must install all four hiders.
The wireless room thermostat described in chapter „Room thermostat“ cannot be used in conjunction with the rear
panel hider accessory.
Installation:
Before mounting the glass radiation heaters on the wall bracket, attach the holders for the rear panel hiders. The holders consist of the enclosed sleeves and M5x16 screws. Insert two screws with sleeves in the threaded holes on each
side of the heater rear panel and tighten by hand. These screws are used at a later stage to secure the hider. The
disk of the sleeve must be placed below the screw head (see figure 8).

Sleeve
M5x16 screw

Fig.8
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Mounting glass radiation heater on the wall bracket (see chapter „Electrical connection).
Caution: The heater must be mounted on the wall bracket without rear panel hiders. The hiders must also first be
removed before the heater can be detached from the bracket.

Magnet
Rectangular
opening

Rear panel hider

Fig.9

1

2

3

1

Fig.10: Detail „Top view“

1

Hold the hider and align it so that the side
with the magnets faces the rear panel of the
heater and the rectangular openings of the
hider are at the same height as the sleeves
at the rear panel of the heater. Slide the hider
along the wall to the stop at the rear of the
heater.

2

Pull the hider towards
the rear panel of the
heater until the magnets are attached.

To dismantle the rear panel hiders, complete the above steps in reverse order.
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3

Push the hider further to
the second stop.

Room thermostat
To use the glass panel heater for room heating purposes, it can be equipped with a room thermostat that is available
in two models:
Room thermostat with cable connection..... parts no.: 15/2381.9270
Wireless room thermostat........................... parts no.: 15/2381.9260
The room thermostat features the following functions:
• Large LC display with blue backlit screen
• Week programming
• Operating modes: Automatic / Comfort / Reduction / Frost protection / Off
For more information on the room thermostats, see enclosed separate manual.
The receiver of the wireless room thermostat must be installed behind the radiation heater. For possible installation
positions, see drawings in chapter „Distances for attachment of wall bracket“.
Caution: Wireless room thermostats cannot be used for radiators installed with rear panel hiders.
For wiring diagrams of wireless room thermostats and thermostats with cable connection, see chapter „Electrical
connection“.

Glass panel holders for ceiling installation
Glass panel holders made in brushed stainless steel,
parts no.: 15/2381.9290
When the heater is installed on the ceiling the glass panel must be
secured with additional holders for safety reasons. The glass panel is
attached to the rear panel of the appliance with a specially developed
adhesive with high thermal resistance and mechanical strength. To
ensure that the glass panel does not fall down in the unlikely event of
becoming dislodged, install the four glass holders.
Installation:
Slide the four holders from the side over the glass and the rear panel of the appliance and secure them with the enclosed sheet metal
screws from the rear of the panel (see Fig.11).

Fig.11

General warranty terms
Dear customer
In guarantee case the country specified rights are valid which you may claim directly towards your dealer.
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